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henday, 	, 1967 
105 Wall St. 
Rockville, karylied 

kr.liareld Weisberg 
Hyattstevn,Ild. 207 34 

Dear 1.1r.Weisheres 

Lneleeet is my cheek for 410.10 which should cover eest of one coif 
of vON II, already mailed to me, and the coat of the third hook :rhea it 
is available. I Chose to Ilse my own order blank because 1 wanted to 
keep the blurb or the yellowy shoot. 

Seems as though, in contrast to the old adage, you have became a 
prophet with honor in your awn land., to judge from the resent 56NTINU. 
but the article was se prooeCuraljand a bit trite, I might ak.d, from 
the writing staelpoint)it dielmt get into the subotantive matters, nor 
even categorize you as new the number one 	critic of the Report. 
Seem they could have stuck their heck out a little for someone in 
their wen hack yard, but I gather from past columns in the paper that 
they buy the J1t, lock, stock, ant sucker. but it was pleasant to see. 
but who heeds them ? 

I saw WW Il in the Discount book stare before the mallet ce2y arrived., 
ant naturally I coultn't, like the hsek itself, "wait." Se I Law., two, 
ant will give the ether,14 	as a helatet Christr.:as present. But I 
tefinitely will wait for the mailing on No. f3, since it will he mere 
expensive in the stores, I teas it, because of the photograhle reproduction. 

Just fielsked WW II at any rate, ant thought it a marvelous job, 
though there imams to be some material that coult have been left out 
without harming the thrust of the whole any. I haee been looking it 
vain for review:4 it, in any papers of periodioals. Do they a5sume 
privately print 	seeks de not exist, as you have sail hhmiwhere 7 
Such a shame. 	I have a leng r eview in eenception, in which I %vault 
net having access to the files myself, try to pick out every flaw a 
laymen reader wsuld cavil at, then sweep them all aside ant say --
is spite of all this, we cannot quarrel, etc. I'll send yeti a copy if 
1 over get Ammmoppwit written. 	I evalt gladly offer it to any 
pullieltien in the esuntry, in a shortens... form. 

The picture at the end is magnifie,,nt. It is the re It cenvinoing_ 
thins of all the at svidenee. Ulat you can see with your own two eyees:1 
WoulEnt it haulm a sensation if millions of ee2iss of this pletur e -mammmendowimemor could be Tr-Intel up ant distribturei threufhent the country p And fuel to thh fire for reopening the invhetientiel. 

nest year, uenerses should investigate, Raker, Powell, the WR, 
the CIA, the FBI ant then turn or Johnson himself. what a pipe cream. 



I have lots of ether things but will save them for when I may Let 
a ch1nee to stop try, maybe in the spring. I knew you will be veyy 
busy from now till vublic4tion of the WW III. 

by the way, the I am n• fan of hoover, WW Al sent me tff to 

read a book I have long owned, but mot gotten around to reading, 

ay fellow Monmouth County„itr ired Cook's "book. It is certainly eye- 

opening. I thilk Hoover ought to be asycholanalzed and the results 

released to an idolizing nation. 

One burning question I have had is;what credence do you 

put in the prophecies of Joanne ',Axon, especially with respect to 

the assassination 7 She sees the hand of uubans •r Castro in 

it, but definitely thinks Oswalt aid it, with a plot. 

Why do you try to prove Oswald Innocent rather than just that 

.i the Commission criminally neglected to seek out a plot he nay 

nave been connected with. Or is it all part of the sane thing ? 

glad to be relieved that the three volumes by kmbeuef 

is net 'exist, even the a cheek with information disclosed 

there is a Landal 	Lipuef living is Lenz Island_ I 

1 as surdrised at Lawrarts for taking such a spoofing tone with something 

so 'oriole, instead of the tone you take. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Ooseaboom 
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